[Review of antidepressants from the TCAs to the third generation drugs].
Standpoints regarding the pathomechanism of unipolar major depressive disorder (MDD) and the relevant pharmaco-therapeutical possibilities are discussed in the paper. Generations of the antidepressants from the tri- and teracyclic drugs (TCAs) to the modern, dual-acting antidepressants, including the still popular selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are surveyed in more detailed. Pharmacodynamic properties of each antidepressant subgroup with the therapeutical benefits, the occasional side-effects and with some characteristic features of the detailed ingredients in certain cases are emphasized. Some benefits and possible disadvantages regarding the combinations are also discussed briefly. The main aim of this review is to give an objective approach to the psychiatrists in order to choose the best and optimal pharmaco-therapeutical method in their daily practice.